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This is the Second Edition 30-day Log Book. This 30-day wardrobe preparing journal and log brings all of the thoughts,
feelings and elements of your individual style together in one place, which can help you reflect on your patterns and
beliefs about dressing, shopping, design—and how exactly to evolve them. This journal is usually your SECRET WEAPON to
assist you enjoy: More confidence More influence More credibility More positive interest More clients More positive
opportunities atlanta divorce attorneys area of your life If all that wasn’t enough, you will save daily frustration in your
closet while conserving time and money! You don’t have style, or have design but are not maximizing your complete
wardrobe. You are not being offered opportunities. Your closet is limiting your achievement You are not enjoying the
success you want. You are not attracting the type of people that respect and admire you. You aren't experiencing
excellent assistance when dining. This book is for you personally IF: You are feeling you don’t have an idea to dress
confidently every day. You feel stuck or overwhelmed with choosing your image.
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. Traci has learned her stuff and she's sharing her secrets in this book! My life changed dramatically for the better after
Traci began styling me. Now, her publication is another tool to help others obtain styled and feel the self-confidence it
brings.. This book is perfect! This book will guide you through the procedure so that you can capture a few of her magic
as well! What she does is definitely nothing lacking miraculous and I am forever grateful to her for helping me look and
be my best self every day.Learn more about my experience with Traci here: Not just for the rich and famous – Why I have
a stylist: http://emailingwithmygirlfriends.. I thank Traci every day for how amazing I look! There are also many helpful
tips and encouraging content articles through the entire book to help you create a wardrobe that is flattering and
displays your look and personality. Very helpful little volume! This book and journal is a wonderful section of my
wardrobe and my life style which ... This book and journal is a wonderful section of my wardrobe and my life style that is
constantly changing or evolving as Traci says. It encourages a review of how I outfit for success or in some cases when I
have not had so much success. It streamlines my daily decision in what to wear . This book is perfect!. not really
overdressed or underdressed. In a way, it really is saving me money on my clothes because I do not need a closet and
drawers filled with clothes I really do not use or do not like. Thank you Traci. Linda Ford A crucial syle
companion!com/not-just-for-the-rich-and-famous-why-i-have-a-stylist/ Great tool for evaluating your closet and
personal style This is a great book for monitoring all of the pieces in your wardrobe, your look goals, what realy works
together and the way you feel in certain outfits. This is surely essential read. irrespective of where I go, end up being it
granddaughter's gymnastic satisfy, networking with women, or out for an night with my husband. inspiring! Traci
provides spent many hours in my closet helping me look the way I do...... There is also room to track any needed fixes to
my clothes and shoes.Traci helps you appearance fresh and youthful. People say you look therefore put together, and
everything goes jointly so nicely.Traci shares her secrets in this book, so you will capture some of her styling magic too!.
Every day has two pages: one for circling your audience for the day, weather, disposition and design keywords, and the
opposite one for noting your outfit, any fixes/cleaning needed, and your “review” for the day. and everything goes
together so nicely. Not merely is this great book packed with wonderful style tips and tricks, it also serves simply
because a journal to track what I wore to different events. Now I need not struggle to keep in mind, and I make sure I
don't show up to the same group of people wearing what I wore last month!.The best part it serves as a journal. Thanks
Traci! I love this book! It isn't just about clothing, it's about letting the real you shine using your clothes to greatly help
convey your most genuine and fabulous self. We all make errors and we don't know . Traci shares the essence of design
and why it impacts all elements of your life.. I've more confidence because I am dressing appropriately.We all make
errors and we don't know how to fix them until Traci shows us how, easily.We get stuck in a different time. Love, love,
love the reserve! I receive rave testimonials on how I appear.This book will help you with the journey of searching
confident and younger. I love the tips Traci includes - great tidbits about how exactly to remain stylish regardless of
your actual age or size.Ideal gift for you or someone you love. A great read - informative, helpful, &. Being unsure of how
to provide your look to the present.!! Specifically the interactive QR codes!
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